where V is the valuation, C t is the cash payment at time t from zero through terminal time period T, and k is the discount rate. A bond or a similar interest only loan for time periods starting at one would be:
where B is the bond value, i is the interest (coupon) rate on a bond or loan with a face value of F and a maturity of M. It is equivalent to: 
If interest payments are subject to a tax rate x and evaluated at an after tax discount rate of k(1-x), then the valuation would be: Thus an after tax discount rate, derived from the marginal cost of a tax deductible loan, and which is used to value the loan will have an equivalent face value. Moreover, this allows the separation of the financing costs from the investment with the loan having a net present value of zero. That is, the net present value of a loan is the addition of the current receipt of funds at say time zero minus the present value of the later payments, or NPV = +F -B. But if i equals k, then the net present value is zero. Likewise, if the loan is tax deductible and evaluated at a like after tax discount rate, then the net present value remains zero and can be separated from project evaluation.
A fully amortized loan is where the present value of equal payments of A made through time to maturity M equals the face value, or:
A pure discount (zero coupon) instrument is where a single payment is made at maturity, or:
while noting that tax regulations require a timely recognition of gain for each intervening time period even though there are no other cash payments. Further, both the pure discount and fully amortized instruments have tax payments that differ in each time period t. It can be shown that in both cases that the after tax valuations for each are equal to their nontaxable versions if discounted at their after tax discount rates equal to k(1-x). Consider a fully amortized loan of $1,000 for 10 years at a 10 percent discount rate with a payment of $162.75, a tax deductible rate of 40 percent, and evaluated at an after tax discount rate of 6 percent: At an after tax rate of 6 percent, the present value of the tax credits equals $197.82 and the present value of the payments equals $1,197.82. Thus the present value of this $1,000 fully amortized loan at its own after tax discount rate still equals $1,000. The formulaic notation for the fully amortized loan is: A pure discount (zero coupon) instrument is subject to taxable treatment (described as Original Issue Discount or OID) even though no other cash payments may occur during the intervening periods. Consider a payment of $1,000 due in 10 years at a 10 percent interest rate. Its present value would be $385.55. At a 40 percent tax rate OID present values discounted at 6 percent would be: The total present value of the tax payments at the 6 percent after tax discount rate equals $172.85. The original $385.55 present value of $1,000 due in 10 years reflects a 10 percent discount rate, but at a 6 percent after tax discount rate the $1,000 equals $558.40. However, the present value remains unchanged with the now higher present value of $558.40 being offset by the present value of the OID tax obligations of $172.85 which is $385.55 and equals the original pre tax present value. The formulaic notation for the pure discount loan is: 
